Topographic and Geological Map Series

NOTE: For all products listed in this section, please inquire at geospatial@eastview.com for current pricing, format and delivery options. Please reference the product title or product number (e.g., 20-08-001) in your message.

Albania Geological Map

20-08-001
Geological Map of Albania.

Kenya Topographic Maps

20-08-002
Kenya 1:50,000 / East Africa 1:50,000.
Survey of Kenya. Published 1962-2010. In English. Contours at intervals at 50 feet (20 meters for newest sheets), regional, district, and national borders, detailed roads, hydrography, land cover. 448 sheets, partial country coverage.

Malta Geological Maps

20-08-003
Geological Map of the Maltese Islands.
Oil Exploration Directorate, Office of the Prime Minister (Valletta, Malta). Published 1993. Scale 1:25,000. In English. Shows formations by geological era and composition. Includes multiple section charts. 2 sheets, full country coverage. TIFF or GeoTIFF.

Azerbaijan Geological Map

20-08-004
National Academy of Sciences of Azerbaijan Republic, Geology Institute. Published 2008. Scale 1:500,000. Shows formations by geological era and composition. In English, Russian, and Azerbaijani. 1 sheet covers whole country. TIFF or GeoTIFF.
Scientific and Specialty Atlases and Books

**Atlas polskich rzek i jezior**

20-08-005 | $50.00 | PURCHASE

**Atlas of Polish Rivers and Lakes**

Rivers and lakes are a permanent and characteristic element of the Polish landscape. The Polish state was shaping up on the Warta and Vistula rivers, for example, forts and routes were built. Rivers and lakes were an important part of the defense system in the old days. The album documents the most important and peculiar Polish rivers and lakes, and several dozen are shown on detailed maps. Beautiful photos reflect their unique character and atmosphere.

**Other Atlases**

20-08-006 | $45.00 | PURCHASE

**Atlas historii Polski : od pradziejów do współczesności**

The Atlas of Polish History contains maps showing the history of Polish lands from prehistory to the present day, illustrating political history, armed conflicts (accompanied by detailed plans of major battles), economic development, and population and religious structure. It is worth paying attention to the unique maps concerning detailed issues from the Polish history of the 20th century: the participation of Poles in World War I, the Polish-Bolshevik war of 1920, the migration of people during and immediately after World War II, the course of the Warsaw Uprising, social protests immediately after the Second World War St. and in the following decades, the course of the Operation Vistula and the numbers and types of troops stationed in Poland of the Soviet army. An important supplement to the information contained in the maps are calendars describing individual historical periods.

20-08-007 | $25.00 | PURCHASE

**Taiwan wan yong di tu da quan**

A complete collection of street maps of 369 cities, districts, townships, and villages in Taiwan. Includes the latest MRT routes, high-speed rail routes, maps of the business districts in Taipei/Taichung/Kaohsiung, and maps of Hsinchu/Taichung/Tainan Science Parks.

20-08-008 | $38.00 | PURCHASE

**Bir portolan basyapiti : Piri Reis’in 1528 tarihli bolgesel haritası**

Prepared for the 500th anniversary of the Piri Reis regional map of 1528. Ülkekul has been present at dozens of international and local conferences on Piri Reis and shares insight on this historic map.

20-08-009 | $96.00 | PURCHASE

**Atlas rural del Ecuador**

Rural atlas of Ecuador. Includes statistical data and other information on the rural sector and the development of agriculture, livestock, fisheries, forestry on a national scale. Relief shown by shading on some maps. Includes text, index, list of sources, and list of abbreviations.

20-08-010 | $160.00 | PURCHASE

**Atlas de espacios geograficos expuestos a amenazas naturales y antropicas**

Contains a series of maps covering earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, tsunamis and fires, using the technique of superposition of variables such as centers of health, education, energy infrastructure, population, land cover to reflect on the vulnerability of the country's population and infrastructure to such events.
Trade, Popular and Reference Maps and Atlases

Featured Publisher: Sky Terrain

Based in Boulder, Colorado, Sky Terrain maps feature award winning cartography in which science and art are combined to create top-of-the-line maps. Each map is custom designed with excellent graphics and incredible detail. For more Sky Terrain map titles, please visit www.longitudemaps.com.

20-08-011 | $11.95 | PURCHASE

Grand Canyon National Park

Beautiful, accurate, very detailed and best selling Grand Canyon map is now available in the 5th edition. Local favorite. Waterproof and Tear Tough. Fine shaded relief and 100ft contours give a detailed & stunning view of the Canyon topography. Mileage info to all trail junctions, plus cumulative mileage for select segments. Includes trail profile graphs. Thoroughly reviewed by Park Rangers. Detailed topographic trail map of 308,000 acres in central Grand Canyon. 1:40,000 scale covers 8 USGS quads. 308 miles (495km) of trails shown with trail ratings, text descriptions & statistics. Most complete & accurate map of the area. Includes 100ft contours, shaded relief, UTM grid for use with GPS, hydrology with springs & drinking water (including a chart), backcountry use zones for permit planning, and other trip information. Printed on waterproof, tear-tough paper. This map covers the huge core of Grand Canyon National Park. This is the area where 99% of visitors travel and where 90% of overnight backcountry trips take place, and where most trails and reliable water sources are. The map does not cover the vast and more isolated western sections, nor the far NE corner. Includes a handy and concise bus map.

20-08-012 | $13.95 | PURCHASE

Taos, Wheeler, and Latir Peaks Hiking Map

Two 50K topographic maps show the wonders of the mountains paired with the valleys and the famous Rio Grande Gorge. Enchanted shaded relief, 80ft contours and detailed hydrology reveal the beauty of the terrain. The most detailed mapping of roads and trails. Symbols for trailheads, hiking, biking, motor sports, fishing, rafting, camping and trail ratings. Trail mileage. UTM grid. Some areas mapped here: Taos, Red River, Angel Fire, Questa, Wild Rivers, Eagle Nest, Arroyo Seco, South Boundary Trail, new Rio Grande del Norte National Monument, Wheeler Peak (highest point in NM), Latir Peak, Columbine-Hondo Wilderness.

20-08-013 | $13.95 | PURCHASE

Aspen, Crested Butte & Maroon Bells

This topographic trail & road map of the greater Aspen area includes the Maroon Bells, Crested Butte, Snowmass, Redstone, Marble, Independence Pass, Pearl Pass, Ashcroft, Gothic, K2, and much more. Seven 14'ers: Capitol Peak, Castle Peak, Conundrum Peak, Maroon Peak, North Maroon Peak, Pyramid Peak & Snowmass Mountain. Extensive wilderness & National Forest coverage. Custom shaded relief reveals the wonder of the alpine terrain. Two 1:50,000 scale maps cover a total of 18 USGS quads. All trails are rated with mileage between junctions. 55 Text descriptions highlight trail features, mileage, camping, views, mountain biking, skiing and so forth. A 2km UTM grid makes GPS use easy. Historical routes shown. Game management units for hunting. Numerous waterfalls & cascades published here for the first time. If you're planning a trip to Aspen or Crested Butte and want to head outdoors for a few hours, a few days or a few weeks this map will prove valuable. Updated with latest Forest Service info.

20-08-014 | $9.95 | PURCHASE

Boulder & Nederland Flatirons Hiking Map

The map scale is 1:33,000, revealing Boulder Mountain Parks, Eldora, Eldorado Springs, Flagstaff, the Flatirons, Foothills, Gold Hill, Gross Reservoir, Gunbarrel, Jamestown, Magnolia, Nederland, Roosevelt National Forest, Sourdough Trail, Ward and more in great detail.

Services: Approval Plans, Digitization, Customization

East View offers approval plan services for maps and atlases tailored for a wide variety of libraries with unique needs and specifications. With many years of experience serving academic, public and government libraries with foreign language materials, we recognize the importance of establishing precise, yet flexible parameters to ensure the best quality material and service. Contact us for more information.

In addition to approval plans, East View Geospatial provides high-quality and cost-effective mapping and GIS services and solutions, including custom map and data production, and digitization, mosaicking and hosting services via our MapVault program. Contact us today to discuss customized solutions for your mapping needs.